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Airforce texan ss 457

You're here: The Big Bore's Home texanSS texanSS .457 Caliber TexanSS uses a carbine-length barrel and a magnified and redesigned Sound-Loc system®. This combination reduces the unwanted discharge sound and the total length of the original texan. Originally introduced in a caliber .457 that easily reaches 500 feet of energy, we
added .357, .308 and .257 calibers to enhance the flexibility of a quiet power plant. This will give hunters and shooters the widest range of options available for their useFor more information on speed and energy, please review our frequently asked questions section of The TexanSS available in Original Black. We also offer shooting kits to
suit your specific app. Features .257, .308, .357 or .457 Caliber Lothar Walter Barrels Relief Power Device. See our guide for more information on how to customize your rifle for your specific ammunition used. Low hand hand edge platoon Sound-Lock® Technology Available in original black trim technical specifications: Speed: Up to 930
feet per second Max fill pressure: 3000 psi /200 bar (only use compressed air or dry nitrogen) Action: One shot Weight: 8.45 pounds Length: 45 inches barrel: 24.75 inches trigger: 2 stage, stage, stage 2 Position-adjustable Attractions: Open or optical can be installed Air Tank Volume: 490cc Security: Automatic platoon energy: up to 500
feet depending on caliber, pellet weight and power settings Like all pcP rifles, external air power is required, but does not come with a rifle. We have shooting kits for your shooting app SHOOTING KITS LEARN ALL about the Air Force Texan SS View The ultimate Texan guide from AirForce Airguns has been at the forefront of the big
pneumatic world since its release in 2015. Almost since then AIRForce has been at work to bring us a suppressed version of the venerable Texan to give the platform just that much bigger edge as a premium option for big-bore air hunting rifles. The Texas SS retains the same solid extruded aluminum frame, the same side lever action,
and trigger as the original Texan. You will also find the same 490cc on board the air tank and the 2nd stage trigger. The only major differences feature wise are the Texan SS has a shorter barrel and of course the Air Force has proven sound suppression technology. While this short barrel comes at the sacrifice of some power over the un-
shrouded version, the ability to shoot such a large caliber round is almost quiet for it. The Texas SS is still a lot powerful for hunting up deer-sized games and does so only in whispers. If you are looking for the ultimate big bore rifle game, the Texan SS is. Silent, powerful, reliable, More can you ask for? When you're ready to take your air
gun game to the next level, the Texan SS from AirForce Airguns is ready and ready! Texan Air Force Air Rifle Features Pre-Charged The disposable Sidelever 11mm dovetail 24.75 barrel 2-stage trigger (adj. position only) 2.06-pound trigger-pull Automatic Safety Textured Clutch 490 cm tank pressure aid device 3000 psi (200 bar) max to
fill the pressure Adjustable Power Advanced Optical Rail 8.45 pounds. Fully moderated 13,875 length pull Buttplate can be rotated right and left for some cast and discarded adjustment ability Made in the U.S. Includes Air Force Texan SS Air Rifle, Hawke Vantage IR 4-12x50 AO Sphere and 1 High Ring Click here for California 65
Warning Offers. Read moreSpecsmanufacterAirForceCaliber.45Part935 fpsConditionNewAmmo TypePellets ActionSideleverBarrel StyleRifledFire ModeSingle-shotGun Weight8.45Overall Length45.00Barrel Length24.75Loudness4-Medium-HighgazMaine Capacity1 MechanismPre-charged pneumaticRail11mm
dovetailSafetyAutomaticFront SightsnoneRear SightsnoneShots for Fill0Trigger AdjustabilityTwo-stage unregulatedTrigger Action0UseHuntingWarrantyLifetime Limited Guarantee Read MoreReviewsSort by:Date Rating View Next in next asked John from USAYes. The 8500 cc tank is large and a lot of pumping to fill /mark from the
U.S.What type of air it will take asked Russell of USAhigh compressed air pressure 3000-4500 PSI. Nitrogen at similar pressure will work. Mark from USACan you refill the bottles yourself with an air compressor asked Jay from USAThe Texan bottles can be refilled with a 300-4500 PSI compressor. Mark from USAI'm going to buy one.
What are the differences in ammunition size compared to performance? And does the .30 .308 pellets use from Air Venturi? If not, what ammunition is best for these air pistols? I'm going to hunt predators, pigs and deer. Looking to shoot in 150-200 yards range. So please recommend the right caliber and ammunition for me. Thanks.asked
Craig of USAi just bought a model .357 what type of air cartridge I should order, and it comes with air or ammunition or I need to buy as asked Jimmy from USAThe Texas Air Force has built-in air tank. You fill it from a source of compressed air (3000-4500 PSI) that is from a handpump.air tank. snorkeling, ska, or carbon fiber, or high-
pressure compressor. Mark from the U.S.What is the size of the gun case I should get for this gun? asked Stella of USAYou to need a case of 48 in length and 10 in depth. Mark from the U.S.What calibur do you recommend for hunting white-tailed deer, and how far can I kill a deer effectively? asked Kent from the U.S. How and where do
you refill this gun? asked James S. of the U.S.Whe caliber is best suited to Whitetail and what is the most efficient range asked Ryan Neillbest optical packageasked paulkI read shoot .357 feces of my .45 cal Texan. It doesn't make any sense to me! Did anyone else see a similar article? Thank you! asked Joel Kind Next Big bore air
pistols were always very loud, but no more! With the Air Force Texan SS and LSS, you have the most powerful powerful on the market combined with AirForce?s Sound-Loc technology so they wouldn???t leave your ears ringing! Available at .257, .308, .357, and .457 calibers, these guns are made in America with Lothar Walther barrels
and have a well-deserved reputation for combining power, precision and sound suppression in a way that the pneumatic world has never seen before. To learn more about them, read on! Order AirForce Texan SSVideo Detailed Review Discuss TexasSSS uses a carbine-length barrel and a larger and redesigned Sound-Loc® system. This
combination reduces the unwanted discharge sound and the overall length of the original Texan. With the ability to launch .45-caliber projectiles in excess of 930 feet per second and generate energy levels in excess of 400 feet, texanSS is a powerful precharged air rifle. Easy to load and easy to use, this Big Bore air rifle will allow you to
focus on hunting with the knowledge you have enough energy to get the job done. Details of the Texan Air Force SS is a powerful PCP air rifle and successor to the Texan. The Texas SS can give you up to 542 Joules of snout energy in a caliber .45 of compact sizes, compared to Texan. This Texan SS also has a fully shrouded barrel
with a redesigned Sound-Loc system. The Texas SS is one of the most powerful PCP on the market. This one shot PCP rifle is easy to load and operate. It has an 11mm pigeon rail for mounting accessories and the rifle is equipped with a 2-speed adjustable trigger. Comes with tools. Additional Information Specifications BrandAirForce
StatusNew Caliber11.4 mm / .45 Power SourcePCP Pressure Filling (bar/psi)200 / 2900 Energy (Joule / ft.lb)542 / 400 Speed (m/s/fps)283 / 928 Cocking SystemSide Lever magazine CapacityNo magazine SafetyY Weight (gram)3833 Length of barrel (mm)629 Total length (mm)1143 SightsNo open riflescope sights includedNo Mounting
Rail typeDovetail (11 mm) StockAmbidextrous Stock materialAluminum ExtrasToolsReviews Create an online review and share your thoughts with other customersCreate online review and share your thoughts with other customersSSle online review and share their thoughts with other customersCreate online review and share their
thoughts with other customersCrele online review and share their thoughts with other customersCreate online review and share their thoughts with other customersSto-ed online review and share their thoughts with other customers.   Show other reviews Reviews
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